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1Introduction

Conventionalinterferometerscannotdetectadistancethat

islargerthanahalfwavelength.Manykindsofapproaches

havebeenproposedtoovercomethisproblem.Someofthe

mostcommonapproachesaremultiple-wavelengthinterfer-

ometriesthatusetwoormorewavelengths.Generally,as

two-wavelengthinterferometersusetwoseparatelaser

sources,'itisdifficulttoaligntheopticalaxes,andthe

setupiscomplicated.Insuchcases,thewavelengthtunabiト

ityofalaserdiode(LD)isveryuseful,inthatwecanuse

differentwavelengthswithasingleLD.Forinstance,quasi-

two-wavelengthinterferometry(QTWI)thatusesasingle

LDhasbeenproposed.WealsoproposedQ

。nstratedmeasurements。fastepprofilea票andderri-

fabsolutedistance.Inthesemeasurements,weusedphase-locked

(PL)LDinterferometry,amethodcapableofmeasuring

phasesthroughfeedbackcontrol.Althoughtheopticalsetup

inthesedevicesissimple,themeasurementrangeandthe

accuracyarerestrictedbecausethephasetermoftheinter

ferencesignalissensitivetothechangeoftheopticalpath

difference(OPD)andbecausethephasedetectionismuch

affectedbyexternaldisturbances,respectively.

Ontheotherhand,comparedwiththeph野e,themodu-

lationamplitudeislesssensitivetochangesintheOPD.

Someapproaches,asindoublesinusoidalphase-

modulating(DSPM)interferometers,usethisfeaturefor

distancemeasurement.Intheseinterferometers,twodiffer-

entsinusoidalsignalsareusedsimultaneouslytomodulate

theinterferencesignal.Thedistanceismeasuredfromthe

modulationamplitudeinthesinusoidalphase-modulating

(SPM)interferencesignalbyuseofafrequencyanalysis.

Butitisdifficulttoimplementthemeasurementinreal

time,becausealotofcalculationsarerequiredinacom-

puter.
Inthispaper,areal-timerangefinderbasedonbothPL

andmodulation-amplitude-locked(MAL)techniquesisde-

scribed.Wecontrolnotonlythephasebutalsothemodu-

lation amplitude in the SPM interference signal by means

of electronic feedback circuits. Measurement ambiguity

caused by phase wrapping is thereby eliminated. Combined

PL and MAL techniques allow us to stabilize the interfer-

ence signal and achieve real-time signal processing.

2　Principle

2.1　Sinusoidal Phase Modulation of the Interference

Signal

The con丘guration of our system is shown in Fig. 1. We
used a Fizeau interferometer whose initial OPD is 2L. It

consists of a beamsplitter (BS2) as a reference and a mirror

(M) as an object. The signal-processing unit (SPU) is com-

posed of a LD modulator (LM), feedback controllers

(FBCl,FBC2), and an amplitude detector (AMD). Both

FBCl and FBC2 are simultaneously used to perfonll PL

and MAL controls for the interference signal, respectively.

The fundamental sinusoidal signal

Ia{t)-a cos <oct　　　　.　　　　　　　　(1)

is fed into the SPU from the oscillator (OSC). The ampli-

tude of Ia(t) is controlled by FBC2, and the modulation

current

Im(t)-m cos a>ct　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2)

is generated so as to achieve MAL control. Thus tl-e SPM

interference signal

S(t)-SdcX +S。cos[Zcos coct+ α(0]

is obtained. where

Z-4irmβL/人言

is the modulation amplitude, and

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup: LD, laser diode; BS, beamsplitters; M,

mirror; PH, pinhole; PD, photodiode; LM, laser modulator; FBC,

feedback contr0日ers; OSC, oscillator; AMD, amp‖tude detector.
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α(0-4汀L/入　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5)

is the phase, which depends on both the OPD and the wave-

length used. The symbols 50, (3, and ¥o represent the am-

plitude of the interference signal, the modulation efficiency,

and the central wavelength of the LD, respectively. Finally,

∫dcl is the dc component of the background intensity.

From the expansion of S(t) expressed as

S(/)-Sdc, +Socos α(t)[Jo{Z) -2J2(Z)cos2ioct+-]

-5o sin α(∫)[2J,(Z)cos (oct-2J3(Z)cos3ajct

3D! (6)

we can find that the second term of S(t) contains another

dc component,

Sdc2 - SoJo{Z)cos αOh　　　　　　　　　　　　(7)

where Jn(Z) is the /fth-order Bessel function. We eliminate

∫dc2 by use of the PL control as described in the next sec-

tion.

2.2　Phase-Locked and Modulation-Amplitude-
Locked Controls

In our system, both the PL and the MAL controls are impie-

mented on the interference signal. The former is mainly

used for eliminating ∫dc2'and the latter is for the distance

measurement. Here, we briefly explain them.

The block diagram of FBCl, which achieves PL control.

is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a frequency doubler

(FRD), a multiplier, a lowpass filter (LPF), and a

Fig. 2 Block diagram of FBCl: MUL, multiplier; LPF, lowpass川ter;

FRD, frequency doubler; PIl , proportional-integral controller.
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of FBC2: HPF, highpass fi一ter; SPG, samp‖ng

pulse generator; βH, sample-and-hold circuits; LPF, lowpass filter;

PI2, proportional-integral contr0日er; VCA, vo一tage-controlled ampli-

tier.

proportional-integral (PI) controller (PIl). The FRD

doubles the frequency of la(t). The output of the FRD is

given by

つ

a

/i(0- T cos2a;,./. (8)

Multiplying S(t) and /](/) and passing the product through

the LPF, as shown in Fig. 2, we can extract the feedback

signallO

F,(r)-Kcos α(t).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(9)

from the signal expressed in Eq. (6), where K

- -Soa~J2(Z)/2. Here PIl generates the control current

/c(0 so as to realize the condition Fl(t)=0. When the

control current lc(t) is injected into the LD, the phase α(I)

is automatically adjusted to ir/2. Thus S(t) is converted tO

S](t)-Sdci+Sos¥n(Zcoscoct).　　　　　　　　(10)

The component ∫dc2 is eliminated completely in Eq. (10).

In this process, also the external disturbance is eliminated.

At山e same time, we control山e modulation amplitude

of5(r). Figure 3 shows the block diagram of FBC2 for the

MAL control. Because the second term ofSx(t) is the pure

ac component, we can easily extract it from S¥(t) by using
a HPF as follows:

S2(t)-Sosin(Zcos(oct).　　　　　　　　　　(ll)

The feedback signal for the MAL control is generated from

$2(0 by use of a sampling technique.

Figure 4 illustrates a series of wave forms in the signal

processing for the MAL control. The sinusoidal signal J。(り

[Fig. 4(a)j is fed into the sampling pulse generator (SPG).

Then the pulse trains Pi and P2　are generated at f;

-2iir/o)c and (2j+ ¥)汀/a}c, respectively, as shown in

Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), where ∫ andJ are whole numbers. If

S20) is alternately sampled and held at /,・and ry by using

sample-and-hold circuits SHI and SH2, respectively, we

obtain signals gx(t)-SosinZ and g2(t)=-SosmZ as

shown in Fig. 4(d). because cos u)ct becomes ±1 at r,- and
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Fig. 4 Schematic of the feedback control: (a) sinusoidal signal for

the phase modulation, (b) and (c) sampling pulses, (d) phase-locked

signal and generation of the feedback signa一, (e) phase-locked and

modulation-amplitude-locked signal.

/,-. Subtracting g2(0 from g¥(t) and passing the difference

through a LPF, we obtain the feedbとick signal

F2(t)-2SosinZ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　(12)

We control F2(t) to be zero by use of PI controller PI2 as

shown in Fig. 3. The amplitude of la(t) is properly adjusted

with a voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA), and the modu-

lating current / ,(/) locks the modulation amplitude Z at it.

If MAL control is achieved, the levels of g¥(t) and gjU)
coincide with each other. Therefore, we can observe the

final signal

53(/)-Sqsin(7rcosaict)　　′　(13)
as shown in Fig. 4(e), in which both the PL and the MAL

control are realized. The phase change from k¥ to k2 is

2Z-2万.

The distance L is then expressed as

Fig. 5 B一ock diagram of the amplitude detector: MUL, multiplier;

LPF, lowpass filter.
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i-人吉/4mβ　　　　　　　　　　　　　(14)

from Eq. (4). That is, the distance can be measured by

detecting the amplitude m of/ ,(/)・1- order to detect nu we

evaluate the product

ant　(un

/ォ(')×J ,(>)=丁+Tcos2wc/. (15)

The first term am/2 is extracted by use of the LPF, and we

can easily detect川because α/2 is a constant. The detection

ofm is implemented in the AMD that is illustrated in Fig. 5.

2.3　Evaluation of/3

When we determine L with Eq. (14), evaluation of β is

important. Substituting n for Z in Eq. (4), β is given by

P- ¥-Ql4mL.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(16)

Equation (16) shows that we can determine β by using the

MAL interference signal if L is known exactly. Assuming

that L contains an error of AL. however, Eq. (16) is ex-

pressed as βe=入q/4/h(L+&L). and it is simply repre-

sented by

pe-P(¥ -AUL)

4.8
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Fig. 8 Observed wave forms in the series in signal processing.

as an approximation. Numerical calculations of f3e are

shown in Fig. 6. in which　¥0-685.2nm, j3-4

×10-3 nm!mA, and the correct in that is obtained when

AL equals zero were used. We can find some discrepancies

9.3
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ーコ

皇::0,

p ::冒
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200　　　　400　　　　600　　　　800

DisplacEm∈nt (nn)

ノ
Fig. 9-Absolute distance measured at L-8 mm.

between j3e and the exact yS when L contains an error.

whereas no dependence is observed between (3e and L if

they are evaluとited exactly.

3　Experiment

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The initial dis-

tance of the Fizeとiu interferometer was Lo宍己8 mm. The mir-

ror M is mounted on thex axis stage in a way that allows it

to move along tlle optical axis. The displace!11ent of M is

monitored by a dedicated sensor whose resolution is 0.1

fim. The operating wavelength and the maximum output

power of the LD are 685.5 nm and 30 nlW, respectively.

The frequency of the sinusoidal signal la(t) was 20 kHz.

The cutoff frequencies of the LPF in FBCl, FBC2, and

AMD were 4, 2, and 4 kHz, respectively. The cutoff fre-

quency of tl-e HPF in FBC2 was 2 kHz.

First, the modulation efficiency β was evaluated by ob-

serving 5(0-　We moved M from Lo to LO+2mm in

0.2-mm increments. The value ofZ was kept at汀by manu-

ally adjusting the amplitude of /, (/) while M was moved.

At the same time, the amplitude川was precisely measured.

Values of β obtained from Eq. (16) are plotted in Fig. 7.

When we set the initial Lo at 8.36 mm, no dependence was

observed between (3 and L. We can conclude that they are

accurately evaluated from the discussion in the previous

section. Thus (5 was determined as 4.27XIO nm/mA

from this experiment.

We next observed wave forms in the series iil signal pro-

cessing as shown in Fig. 8. Here 5(0 contains dc compo-

nents Sdcl , Sdc2 and an external disturbance as shown in

Fig. 8(a) when no feedback controls are implemented.

When the PL control is applied to S(t), the wave form be-

comes symmetric as shown in Fig. 8(b). We find that 5dc2

and the external disturbance are eliminated. Passing SAt)

through the HPF as shown in Fig. 3, we obtained S2U) as

shown in Fig. 8(c). This shows that all dc components were

removed. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 8(d), Z becomes T
when the MAL control is achieved. At the same time, the

modulating signal / ,(/)サwhich realized the MAL control,

was observed as shown in Fig. 8(e). The distance is ob-

tained by use of Eq. (14) after detecting the amplitude of

/,(').

Finally, the position of the mirror was measured. We

moved the mirror from LQ to Lo+0.8mm in 50-fxm mere-

ments. Measured distances are plotted in Fig. 9 along with

Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. ll, November 2004　2745
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thetheoreticalsolidlinewhoseslopeisone.Thedeviation

betweenthemeasurementsandthetheoreticallinewases-

timatedas17.7/xmrmsinourprototype.Thiserrorwillbe

decreasedifthecontrolparametersareappropriatelytuned

andthewavelength-tuningrangeiswidenedbyusinga

冨avelength-scanninglightsourcesuchasadistnbuted-

ragg-reflectorLD.>n

4Conclusions

AsimplerangehnderthatusesanordinaryLDisproposed

anddemonstrated.Oursystemrequiresnocomplicated

phasedetectioninacomputer.Theuseofbothphase-

lockedandmodulation-amphtude-lockedcontrolsenables

ustorealizereal-timedistancemeasurementsfreefromex-

ternaldisturbances.Preliminaryexperimentsindicatea

measuremente汀orof17.7/▲mrms.
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